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Reliable Analytics & Reporting from your Dynamics ERP Data

Access corporate business intelligence and reporting anytime, anywhere. Built on Excel, all you need is 
a spreadsheet and an internet connection to get all your financial and operational reports in a familiar, 
customizable format. Jet Analytics and Reports from Insight Software offers fast, flexible, and comprehensive 
reporting right within excel, no IT support required. These apps are built for Microsoft Dynamics NAV, GP and 
Business Central.

Whether you’re brand new to Jet or have been using Jet for years, Tigunia is here to help. As North America’s 
leading Jet partner, we can implement, service, and train you on your Jet Analytics and Reports environment to 
help get your business analytics and reporting where you need them.

Get any report exactly like you want it, fast analysis without technical
expertise, and web collaboration that brings everyone together.

Why Jet Analytics and Reports?

What can you do with Jet?
With the Jet apps, you can get fast, flexible financial and operational reporting in Excel. You can export your Microsoft Dynamics ERP 
data straight to Excel, enabling you and your team to create self-serve custom data reports from multiple data sources.

Create custom reports & 
dashboards from your ERP with a 
simple drag-and-drop interface.

Jet Reports

Eliminate errors: Access and pull all your data 
directly in Excel instead of copying, pasting, 
and manually exporting.
Cut reporting time and cost: No more hard-
coding or programming reports required.
Have the answers you need: Drill-down on 
the numbers directly from Excel and access 
them anywhere.
Get started immediately: Built specifically for 
Dynamics and installs in minutes with pre-built 
report templates to use on day one.

Jet Analytics

Designed for users: Remove any need to 
understand the underlying data structure when 
building high-impact dashboards inside Excel or 
Power BI.
Accurate data you can rely on: Governed data 
for one version of the truth.
Rapid time-to-value: Turnkey installation in 
hours with pre-built cubes, data warehouse, and 
dashboards.
Low cost of ownership: User-friendly data 
preparation automation and data modeling tools to 
support all of your reporting and analytics needs 
that is five times faster than manual coding.

Contact Tigunia today to learn how Jet Analytics and Reports can 
streamline your business and consolidate your reporting.

Click on any number and instantly 
get all the underlying data, so you 
always have the answers you need.

Combine multiple data sources 
into one easy-to-read dashboard. 
No coding needed.


